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AbstractThe submodular function minimization problem (SFM) is a funda-mental problem in combinatorial optimization and several fully com-binatorial polynomial-time algorithms have recently been discoveredto solve this problem. The most general versions of these algorithmsare able to minimize any submodular function whose domain is a setof tuples over any totally-ordered �nite set and whose range includesboth �nite and in�nite values.In this paper we demonstrate that this general form of SFM is justone example of a much larger class of tractable discrete optimizationproblems de�ned by valued constraints. These tractable problems arecharacterized by the fact that their valued constraints have an algebraicproperty which we call a tournament pair multimorphism. This largertractable class also includes the problem of satisfying a set of Hornclauses (Horn-SAT), as well as various extensions of this problem tolarger �nite domains.
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tion, majority operation, modular decomposition.
1 Introduction
In this paper we study a generic discrete optimization problem known asthe valued constraint satisfaction problem (VCSP) [49]. This problemgeneralises the standard constraint satisfaction problem [22] by allowing dif-ferent costs to be associated with di�erent solutions. It provides a verygeneral framework which includes many standard combinatorial optimisa-tion problems as special cases, including Max-SAT [19], Max-CSP [11],Min-Ones SAT [19], and Min-Cost Homomorphism [29].The complexity of the VCSP depends on the types of valued constraintswhich are allowed. For certain types of valued constraints an optimal solu-tion can be obtained in polynomial time; such constraints are called tractablevalued constraints.In the special case where each variable has just 2 possible values, acomplete characterization has been obtained of all tractable classes of valuedconstraints with positive real-valued or in�nite costs [8, 12]. This resultextends the earlier characterizations of the tractable classes for the SAT [48]and Max-SAT [19] problems.Over larger sets of possible values a complete characterization of thetractable cases is not yet known, but a number of examples have been iden-ti�ed. Two important classes of tractable valued constraints are submodu-lar functions (see Example 3.7) and Horn clauses (see Example 2.4). Inthis paper we show that these two examples are members of a large familyof tractable valued constraint classes which can be treated in a uniform way.To obtain this generalisation, we introduce a class of operations known astournament operations, and show that any set of valued constraints as-sociated with an arbitrary pair of tournament operations de�nes a tractableoptimization problem.The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we de�ne the standardconstraint satisfaction problem, and in Section 3 we extend this de�nitionto the more general framework of the valued constraint satisfaction problemand de�ne the notion of a multimorphism. In Section 4 we consider multi-morphisms de�ned by special kinds of operations known as tournament op-erations. In Section 5 we consider the set of all feasible assignments to a val-ued constraint satisfaction problem, and the set of all optimal assignments,and show that in certain cases these sets can be e�ciently represented. InSection 6 we begin a more detailed examination of tournament operations
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by considering decompositions of the associated tournament graphs, and inSection 7 we examine the structure of valued constraints which have a tour-nament pair multimorphism. Using these results we show in Section 8 thatall such valued constraints give rise to tractable optimisation problems, andthen in Section 9 we give some examples. Finally, in Section 10 we suggestsome directions for future research.
2 Constraints and polymorphisms
In this section we present the terminology and notation used to describe thestandard constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and discuss the techniqueswhich have been used to identify tractable cases. In Section 3 we extendthese ideas to the valued constraint satisfaction problem.
De�nition 2.1 An instance of the constraint satisfaction problem,CSP, is a tuple P = hV;D;Ci where:

� V is a �nite set of variables;
� D is a �nite set of possible values;
� C is a set of constraints. Each element of C is a pair c = h�;Riwhere � is a tuple of variables called the scope of c, and R is a relationover D of arity j�j called the constraint relation of c.

De�nition 2.2 For any CSP instance P = hV;D;Ci, an assignment forP is a mapping s : V ! D.A solution to P is an assignment s which satis�es all of the con-straints. That is, for each h�;Ri 2 C, where � = hv1; v2; : : : ; vri, the tuplehs(v1); s(v2); : : : ; s(vr)i 2 R.
Example 2.3 The standard problem of colouring the vertices of a graph Gwith k colours so that adjacent vertices are assigned di�erent colours can beviewed as a special case of the CSP, where the constraint relation of eachconstraint is the binary disequality relation, R6=, given by

R6= = fha; bi 2 D2 j a 6= bg:
For any given graph hV;Ei, we have the corresponding CSP instance hV;D;Ci,where D = f1; 2; : : : ; kg and C = fhhvi; vji; R6=i j fvi; vjg 2 Eg.This problem is well-known to be NP-complete when k � 3. �
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Example 2.4 The propositional satis�ability problem for Horn clauses,Horn-SAT, can be viewed as a special case of the CSP, where the con-straint relations are relations over a 2-element set which are speci�ed byHorn clauses. Such relations describe the possible satisfying assignments fora particular Horn clause; for example, the relation
R:x_:y_z = fh0; 0; 0i; h0; 0; 1i; h0; 1; 0i; h0; 1; 1i; h1; 0; 0i; h1; 0; 1i; h1; 1; 1ig

describes the satisfying assignments for the Horn clause :x _ :y _ z, wherethe value 0 corresponds to false and the value 1 corresponds to true.The problem of satisfying any set of Horn clauses can be solved in lineartime [23]. �
If � is a set of relations over some �xed set D, we will write CSP(�) todenote the class of all CSP instances where the constraint relations of allconstraints lie in �.For certain sets of relations � the problem CSP(�) is NP-complete. (Forexample, the set fR6=g, where R6= is the disequality relation over some setD with jDj � 3, as de�ned in Example 2.3.) For other sets of relations �the problem CSP(�) can be solved in polynomial time. (For example, theset of all relations speci�ed by Horn clauses, as de�ned in Example 2.4.)A �nite set of relations � will be called tractable if there exists apolynomial-time algorithm to solve CSP(�). An in�nite set of relations� will be called tractable if all �nite subsets of � are tractable.Many new tractable sets of relations have been identi�ed by investigatingcertain invariance properties of relations, known as polymorphisms [7, 25,37].
De�nition 2.5 A function f : Dm ! D is a polymorphism of a relationR � Dr if for all ha11; : : : ; a1ri; : : : ; ham1; : : : ; amri 2 R, we also have

hf(a11; : : : ; am1); : : : ; f(a1r; : : : ; amr)i 2 R:
If a relation R has a polymorphism f , then we will say that R is preservedby f .
Example 2.6 The relations over the 2-element domain f0; 1g which arespeci�ed by Horn clauses are precisely the relations having the polymor-phism min : f0; 1g2 ! f0; 1g, which returns the minimum of its 2 arguments.For example, if we take any 2 tuples from the relation R:x_:y_z de�nedin Example 2.4, (such as h0; 1; 1i and h1; 0; 1i), and apply the operation
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min co-ordinatewise, then we obtain a new tuple, (h0; 0; 1i), which is also amember of this relation.A binary operation, min, which returns the minimum of its two argu-ments, can be de�ned on any �nite totally-ordered set D of arbitrary size.Hence, for each such D there is an obvious generalisation to the set, �min,consisting of all relations over D which are preserved by the operation min.It has been shown [38] that CSP(�min) is tractable for all �nite sets D. �
Many other tractable sets of relations have been identi�ed, or extended,thanks to the study of polymorphisms [3, 4, 6, 7, 37]. In fact, it is knownthat the existence of a non-trivial polymorphism of a set of relations � is anecessary condition for tractability of CSP(�) [35].
De�nition 2.7 A majority operation is a function f : D3 ! D satisfy-ing 8x; y 2 D; f(x; x; y) = f(x; y; x) = f(y; x; x) = x
It has been shown that having a majority operation as a polymorphism is asu�cient condition for tractability of a set of relations [25, 36, 37]. However,it is the following more speci�c property of relations preserved by a majorityoperation which is of more interest to us in this paper.
De�nition 2.8 The projection of a relation R of arity r onto a pair ofpositions i and j, which we denote by �ijR, is the binary relation containingall pairs that can be extended to elements of R. That is,

�ijR def= fhxi; xji j 9hx1; : : : ; xri 2 Rg:
A relation R of arity r is said to be decomposable into its binary pro-jections if

R = fhx1; : : : ; xri 2 Dr j 8i; j 2 f1; : : : ; rg; hxi; xji 2 �ijRg:
Lemma 2.9 ([36]) Any relation which is preserved by a majority operationis decomposable into its binary projections.

Finally, we will occasionally make use of the following standard de�ni-tions from the �eld of constraint satisfaction [22].
De�nition 2.10 A partial assignment to a subset W of the variables of aCSP instance is consistent if it satis�es all the constraints whose scopesare contained in W .
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De�nition 2.11 A CSP instance is k-consistent if, for every subset Wof k � 1 variables and any other variable v 62 W , every consistent partialassignment to W can be extended to a consistent partial assignment to W [fvg.
De�nition 2.12 A CSP instance is strong k-consistent if it is j-consistentfor all j � k.
3 Valued constraints and multimorphisms
In the constraint satisfaction problem, the aim is simply to �nd an assign-ment to the variables which satis�es all of the constraints. In other words,standard constraint satisfaction problems deal with feasibility rather thanoptimization. To provide a more general framework, the notion of an all-or-nothing constraint relation can be extended to the notion of a cost functionwhich assigns a speci�ed cost to each possible assignment. We use R+to de-note fu 2 R : u � 0g [ f1g.
De�nition 3.1 For any set D, an order-r cost function on D is a func-tion � : Dr ! R+ which assigns a cost �(a1; : : : ; ar) to each combinationof values a1; : : : ; ar 2 Dr.
De�nition 3.2 A cost function � is said to be crisp if �(x1; : : : ; xr) 2f0;1g for all choices of hx1; : : : ; xri.

A constraint relation can be modelled by a crisp cost function whichassigns a cost of 0 to permitted assignments and a cost of 1 to disallowedassignments.
De�nition 3.3 An instance of the valued constraint satisfaction prob-lem, VCSP, is a tuple P = hV;D;Ci where:

� V is a �nite set of variables;
� D is a �nite set of possible values;
� C is a set of valued constraints. Each element of C is a pair c =h�; �i where � is a tuple of variables called the scope of c, and � is amapping from Dj�j to R+, called the cost function of c.
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In the original, more general, de�nition of the Valued Constraint SatisfactionProblem [49], costs were allowed to lie in any positive totally-ordered monoidS. Under the additional assumptions of discreteness and the existence of apartial inverse operation, it has been shown [16] that such a structure S canbe decomposed into independent positive totally-ordered monoids, each ofwhich is isomorphic to a subset of R+ with the operator being either standardaddition, +, or bounded addition, +k, where a +k b = minfk; a + bg. Thelatter case is of some interest, because it can be used to model the processof branch and bound search (k being the cost of the best solution found sofar) [42]. However, for the purposes of this paper we shall restrict attentionto the standard case studied in Mathematical Programming where all costslie in R+ and are combined using standard addition.
De�nition 3.4 For any VCSP instance P = hV;D;Ci, an assignmentfor P is a mapping s : V ! D. The cost of an assignment s, denotedCostP (s), is given by the sum of the costs for the restrictions of s onto eachconstraint scope, that is,

CostP (s) def= X
hhv1;v2;:::;vmi;�i2C �(s(v1); s(v2); : : : ; s(vm)):

A solution to P is an assignment with minimal cost.
Example 3.5 We can encode the search for a minimum cut in a weighteddirected graph G as a VCSP instance P with a variable for each node of G,domain f0; 1g, and a valued constraint hhi; ji; �wij i for each directed edgehi; ji of weight wij in G, where

�w(x; y) = � w if (x; y) = (0; 1)0 otherwise
If we impose unary constraints on the source and target nodes to ensure thatthey take the values f0g and f1g, respectively, then any minimum cut in Gcorresponds to the set of directed edges hi; ji whose corresponding variablesare labeled (0; 1) in some solution to P. �

If � is a set of cost functions � : Dr ! R+, for some �xed set D, wewill write VCSP(�) to denote the class of all VCSP instances where the costfunctions of all the valued constraints lie in �. A �nite set of cost functions� will be called tractable if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm tosolve VCSP(�). An in�nite set of cost functions � will be called tractable ifall �nite subsets of � are tractable.
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To analyse the complexity of problems of the form VCSP(�) for dif-ferent choices of � we shall make use of a generalization of the notion ofpolymorphism which is known as a multimorphism [12].
De�nition 3.6 ([12]) A list of functions, hf1; : : : ; fmi, where each fi is afunction from Dm to D, is a multimorphism of a cost function � : Dr !R+ if, for all ha11; : : : ; a1ri, : : :, ham1; : : : ; amri 2 Dr, we have

mX
i=1 �(fi(a11; : : : ; am1); : : : ; fi(a1r; : : : ; amr)) � mX

i=1 �(ai1; : : : ; air) (1)

Note that if hf1; : : : ; fmi is a multimorphism of a cost function �, then theaverage cost of a set ofm assignments is lowered, or improved by applying thefunctions f1; : : : ; fm co-ordinatewise. This observation explains the followingchoice of notation.
Notation: The set of all cost functions � : Dr ! R+ which have hf1; : : : ; fmias a multimorphism will be denoted Imp(f1; : : : ; fm).
Example 3.7 A cost function � has the multimorphism hmin;maxi if andonly if � satis�es the submodularity condition

8x; y 2 Dr �(x _ y) + �(x ^ y) � �(x) + �(y)
where _ and ^ represent co-ordinatewise maximum and minimum operationsrespectively.Submodularity [26, 51] is usually de�ned over totally-ordered domains,but this de�nition can be extended to the case in which the domain D has anarbitrary lattice structure, in which case _ and ^ represent co-ordinatewisejoin and meet operations respectively.Submodular function minimization (SFM) [26, 51] is a tractable discreteoptimization problem which has applications in such diverse areas as sta-tistical physics [1] and the design of electrical networks [44]. Well-knownexamples of submodular functions are the cut function of a graph [20] (seeExample 3.5) or of a hypergraph [27], and the rank function of a matroid.The ellipsoid algorithm provides a polynomial-time algorithm for SFMin theory, but is not e�cient in practice [30]. Recently, several more e�cientpolynomial-time algorithms have been published to solve SFM [34, 50, 32,33]. The fact that these algorithms can be applied to minimize a submodu-lar function de�ned on a distributive lattice [32] (also known as a ring family
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[50]) has been used to show that they can be applied to submodular func-tions which may take on both �nite and in�nite values over totally-ordered�nite domains of arbitrary size [12]. The complexity of the fastest knownalgorithm for SFM is O((n4 + n5)minflogM;n2 log ng), where n is thenumber of variables,  is the time to calculate the objective function  andM is the maximum absolute value of  [33]. �
Example 3.8 The minimization of bisubmodular functions is studied in[28]. Bisubmodular functions are integer-valued functions on f0; 1; 2gr, andcan be characterized [9, 12] as those functions having the binary multimor-phism hmin0;max0i, where the functions min0;max0 : f0; 1; 2g2 ! f0; 1; 2gare de�ned as follows:

min0(a; b) = � min(a; b) if fa; bg 6= f1; 2g0 otherwise
max0(a; b) = � max(a; b) if fa; bg 6= f1; 2g0 otherwise

An example of a bisubmodular function is the rank function of a delta-matroid [28].An integer-valued bisubmodular function  can be minimized inO(n5 logM)time where  is the time to calculate the objective function  ,M is the max-imum value of the function  and n is the number of variables [28]. �
Example 3.9 The set of crisp cost functions over some �xed �nite totally-ordered domainD which all have the multimorphism hmin;mini correspondsto the tractable set of relations �min de�ned in Example 2.6 which generalisethe Horn clause satis�ability problem.We can generalise this class further by dropping the requirement for thecost functions to be crisp. This gives a larger tractable class of cost functionswhich also allow arbitrary monotone �nite-valued cost functions on the samevariables [9, 12]. �
We have previously shown [8] that a set of cost functions over a Booleandomain is tractable if it has a non-trivial multimorphism and NP-completeotherwise. Over non-Boolean domains, the situation is more complex, butit is known that the complexity of any set of cost functions over any �nitedomain is characterized by certain algebraic properties which can be seenas generalised multimorphisms [13].
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4 Tournament operations
In this section we focus on the properties of a particular kind of operation,which we call a tournament operation1.
De�nition 4.1 A tournament operation is a binary operation f : D2 !D with the following properties:

� f is conservative, that is f(x; y) 2 fx; yg, for all x; y 2 D.
� f is commutative, that is f(x; y) = f(y; x), for all x; y 2 D.

The dual of a tournament operation f is the unique tournament operationg satisfying x 6= y ) g(x; y) 6= f(x; y), for all x; y 2 D.
Note that, by de�nition, a tournament operation is necessarily idempo-tent, that is, f(x; x) = x, for all x 2 D.

De�nition 4.2 A tournament pair is a pair hf; gi, where f and g areboth tournament operations. A tournament pair hf; gi is called symmetricif g is the dual of f .
Examples of tournament pairs are the multimorphism hmin;mini (Ex-ample 3.9) and the multimorphism hmin;maxi which de�nes submodular-ity (Example 3.7). It should be noted, however, that the multimorphismhmin0;max0i which de�nes bisubmodularity (Example 3.8) is not a tourna-ment pair since min0 and max0 are not conservative.We will show in Section 8 that any set of cost functions with a tour-nament pair as a multimorphism is tractable. We �rst establish a partialconverse of this result: any tractable set of cost functions containing allunary cost functions which is characterised by a binary multimorphism,must be characterised by a tournament pair multimorphism (assuming thatP 6= NP ).

Proposition 4.3 For any binary operations f; g, if Imp(f; g) contains allunary cost functions, then either hf; gi is a symmetric tournament pair orVCSP(Imp(f; g)) is NP-hard.
Proof: Since Imp(f; g) contains all unary cost functions, it is an easyconsequence of De�nition 3.6 that

8x; y 2 D ff(x; y); g(x; y)g = fx; yg (2)
1The reason for this choice of terminology will be made clear in Section 6, where we

explain the connection between tournament operations and directed graphs.
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It follows that hf; gi is a symmetric tournament pair if f is commutative.Consider now the case in which f is not commutative, that is, f(a; b) 6=f(b; a) for some a; b 2 D. De�ne the binary cost function �XOR : D2 ! R+as follows.
�XOR(x; y) =

8<
:

1 if x; y 2 fa; bg and x = y0 if x; y 2 fa; bg and x 6= y1 otherwise
Using Equation 2 it is easily veri�ed that �XOR 2 Imp(f; g). However,VCSP(f�XORg) can be shown to be NP-hard by a polynomial-time reduc-tion from the MAX-2-SAT problem restricted to the XOR predicate, whichis known to be NP-hard [18, 19]. Hence in this case VCSP(Imp(f; g)) isNP-hard.

If we relax the conditions so that we require only crisp unary functionsto be included, then we can still show that any tractable set of cost functionscharacterised by a binary multimorphism must have a tournament pair as amultimorphism.
Proposition 4.4 For any binary operations f; g, if Imp(f; g) contains allcrisp unary cost functions, then either Imp(f; g) � Imp(f 0; g0) for sometournament pair hf 0; g0i or VCSP(Imp(f; g)) is NP-hard.
Proof: If Imp(f; g) contains all crisp unary cost functions, then it isstraightforward to verify that the functions f; g must be conservative, andhence idempotent.For any a; b 2 D, denote the restrictions of f; g on fa; bg by fab; gab. (Inother words, fab is the function f jfa;bg�fa;bg : fa; bg2 ! fa; bg). Since fab; gabare idempotent, this leaves just four possibilities for each of the functionsfab; gab. Out of these four, two are commutative and the other two areprojections (i.e., one of the functions p1; p2 : fa; bg2 ! fa; bg such that forall u; v, p1(u; v) = u and p2(u; v) = v). If both fab and gab are projections,then Imp(f; g) contains all crisp cost functions � : Dr ! f0;1g such that�(x) = 1 if x 62 fa; bgr, so Imp(f; g) is NP-hard, by a polynomial-timereduction from SAT.
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Consider now the case in which for each a; b 2 D either fab or gab iscommutative (or both). De�ne f 0; g0 : D2 ! D as follows
f 0(a; b) = � f(a; b) if fab is commutativeg(a; b) otherwise
g0(a; b) = � g(a; b) if gab is commutativef(a; b) otherwise

Clearly f 0; g0 are tournament operations. It remains to show that Imp(f; g) �Imp(f 0; g0).Consider an arbitrary cost function � : Dr ! R+ in Imp(f; g). Forx; y 2 Dr, we use f(x; y) to represent the vector obtained by applying fcoordinatewise to x and y. Applying the multimorphism property (Equa-tion 1) twice gives
�(x) + �(y) � �(g(x; y)) + �(f(x; y)) � �(p(x; y)) + �(q(x; y))

where p(x; y) = f(g(x; y); f(x; y)) and q(x; y) = g(g(x; y); f(x; y)). Simi-larly,
�(x) + �(y) � �(f(x; y)) + �(g(x; y)) � �(r(x; y)) + �(s(x; y))

where r(x; y) = f(f(x; y); g(x; y)) and s(x; y) = g(f(x; y); g(x; y)). By an-other application of Equation 1,
�(p(x; y)) + �(r(x; y)) � �(f(p(x; y); r(x; y))) + �(g(p(x; y); r(x; y)))

and
�(s(x; y)) + �(q(x; y)) � �(f(s(x; y); q(x; y))) + �(g(s(x; y); q(x; y)))

Now it is tedious but simple (using the fact that f and g are conservative,and checking all 16 possibilities) to show that, for all x; y 2 D
f(p(x; y); r(x; y)) = f 0(x; y)g(p(x; y); r(x; y)) = f 0(x; y)f(s(x; y); q(x; y)) = g0(x; y)g(s(x; y); q(x; y)) = g0(x; y)

It follows that 2�(x) + 2�(y) � 2�(f 0(x; y)) + 2�(g0(x; y)), and hence that� 2 Imp(f 0; g0).
It is interesting to note that it is possible to have the strict inclusionImp(f; g) � Imp(f 0; g0) in the above result, as the next example shows.
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Example 4.5 Let D = f1; 2; 3g and let  : D2 ! f0;1g be given by (x) = 0 if x 2 fh1; 2i; h1; 3i; h2; 2ig and  (x) = 1 otherwise. De�nef; g : D2 ! D by
f(a; b) = � a if a; b 2 f1; 2gmax(a; b) otherwiseg(a; b) = min(a; b)

Then g0 = g and f 0 is given by
f 0(a; b) = � min(a; b) if a; b 2 f1; 2gmax(a; b) otherwise

Now  2 Imp(f 0; g0) but  62 Imp(f; g) (since  (2; 2) =  (1; 3) = 0 but (f(h2; 2i; h1; 3i)) =  (2; 3) =1). �
5 The set of all feasible/optimal assignments
For any cost function � we de�ne the corresponding sets of feasible assign-ments and optimal assignments in the following way.
De�nition 5.1 For any cost function � : Dr ! R+, the set of feasibleassignments for �, denoted Feas(�), is de�ned as follows

Feas(�) def= fx 2 Dr : �(x) <1g
The set of optimal assignments for �, denoted Opt(�), is de�ned as fol-lows Opt(�) def= fx 2 Dr : 8y 2 Dr; �(x) � �(y)g
Lemma 5.2 If � : Dr ! R+ has the multimorphism hf1; : : : ; fmi, thenthe relations Opt(�) and Feas(�) both have the polymorphism fi, for i =1; 2 : : : ;m.
Proof: Consider ha11; : : : ; a1ri; : : : ; ham1; : : : ; amri 2 Opt(�), and let � bethe optimal value, i.e. � = �(a11; : : : ; a1r). It is clear that to satisfy theinequality in De�nition 3.6, we must have, for all i 2 f1; : : : ;mg,

�(fi(a11; : : : ; am1); : : : ; fi(a1r; : : : ; amr)) = �
The result for Opt(�) follows immediately. A similar argument gives theresult for Feas(�).
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De�nition 5.3 If f; g are functions from D2 to D, then we say that fabsorbs g if 8x; y 2 D,
f(g(x; y); x) = f(g(y; x); x) = f(x; g(x; y)) = f(x; g(y; x)) = x

Example 5.4 Let f be a tournament operation and g its dual. If g(x; y) =x then f(g(x; y); x) = f(x; x) = x. Conversely, if g(x; y) = y then f(g(x; y); x) =f(y; x) = x (since f and g are dual). Hence f absorbs g. A symmetric ar-guments shows that g absorbs f . �
Example 5.5 It is easy to verify that the binary functions min and maxare mutually absorbing. In fact, by de�nition, any lattice operations ^ and_ are mutually absorbing. �
Example 5.6 Reconsider the operations max0;min0 de�ned in Example 3.8.It is easy to verify that max0 absorbs min0, but min0 does not absorb max0(since min0(max0(1; 2); 1) = 0 6= 1). �
Lemma 5.7 Suppose that f; g : D2 ! D are idempotent and f absorbs g.If � : Dr ! R+ has the multimorphism hf; gi, then the relations Feas(�)and Opt(�) are both preserved by a majority operation.
Proof: By Lemma 5.2, Feas(�) and Opt(�) both have the polymorphismsf and g. Now de�ne the ternary operation h : D3 ! D, for all x; y; z 2 D,as follows h(x; y; z) def= f(f(g(x; y); g(x; z)); g(y; z)):
It is easy to verify that h is a majority operation (see De�nition 2.7), since

h(x; x; z) = f(f(x; g(x; z)); g(x; z)) = f(x; g(x; z)) = xh(x; y; x) = f(f(g(x; y); x); g(y; x)) = f(x; g(y; x)) = xh(x; y; y) = f(f(g(x; y); g(x; y)); y) = f(g(x; y); y) = y
The set of polymorphisms of any relation is closed under composition [35],so Feas(�) and Opt(�) both have the polymorphism h.
Corollary 5.8 If � : Dr ! R+ has the multimorphism hf; gi, then Opt(�)and Feas(�) are preserved by a majority operation in each of the followingcases:

1. f; g are the meet and join operations of a lattice.
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2. f; g are the operations max0;min0 de�ned in Example 3.8.
3. f is a tournament operation and g is its dual.

Proof: It is simple to verify that, in each case, f and g are idempotentand f absorbs g, as discussed in Examples 5.4 to 5.6.
When a relation is preserved by a majority operation, and hence decom-posable into binary projections, this provides a very compact representationfor the relation, by simply listing the binary projections.

Proposition 5.9 If f; g : D2 ! D are idempotent binary functions suchthat, for any cost function � : Dn ! R+ 2 Imp(f; g) the minimum value of� can be computed in O(T (n)) time, then each binary projection of Opt(�)can be computed in O(jDj2T (n)) time.
Proof: Consider any � : Dn ! R+ 2 Imp(f; g). We denote by �abij thefunction on n� 2 arguments obtained by �xing xi = a and xj = b, that is,we set
�abij (x1; : : : ; xi�1; xi+1; : : : ; xj�1; xj+1; : : : ; xn) def=

�(x1; : : : ; xi�1; a; xi+1; : : : ; xj�1; b; xj+1; : : : ; xn)
Let �abij be the minimum value attained by �abij on Dn�2 and let � be theminimum value attained by � on Dn. It follows that

�ij [Opt(�)] = f(a; b) 2 D2 j �abij = �g:
and thus the binary projections of Opt(�) can be determined by calculatingthe values of � and �abij for all a; b 2 D.It follows directly from De�nition 3.6 that if � has the multimorphismhf; gi, where f and g are both idempotent, then �abij also has the multimor-phism hf; gi. Hence all of these values can be computed in O(jDj2T (n�2)+T (n)) time, and hence in O(jDj2T (n)) time.

Hence, in each of the cases mentioned in Corollary 5.8, a compact repre-sentation of all minimizers for a given cost function can be found in polyno-mial time by using existing polynomial-time algorithms to �nd the minimalvalue.
Example 5.10 Consider the important special case of submodular functionminimisation (SFM) over a Boolean domain, f0; 1g. In this case the relations
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�ij [Opt(�)] are Boolean binary submodular relations. By exhaustion, it iseasy to show that any such relation can be represented as a conjunctionof 0,1 or 2 of the following relations: Xi = 0, Xi = 1, Xj = 0, Xj = 1,Xi = Xj , Xi � Xj , Xi � Xj . It follows that the set Opt(�) of optimalsolutions to an SFM problem over a Boolean domain can be represented bya partial order. Ekin et al. [24] established the same result for Feas(�). �
6 Modular decomposition of tournaments
In this section we introduce a number of ideas from graph theory whichwill be used in Section 7 to analyse the structure of cost functions with atournament pair multimorphism.First we note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between tourna-ment operations f and complete digraphs G = hD;Ei given by (x; y) 2 Ei� x 6= y and f(x; y) = y, for all x; y 2 D. Such complete digraphs areusually known as tournaments. Hence every tournament operation has anassociated tournament, and vice-versa.If f : D2 ! D is a tournament operation, then we will write hD; fi torepresent the corresponding tournament (i.e., the complete digraph on Dwith an arc from a to b if and only if f(a; b) = a). For any B � D, we willwrite hB; fi, or simply B, to represent the subtournament hB; f jB2i.Two sets X;Y will be said to overlap if they intersect but neither is asubset of the other.
De�nition 6.1 ([21]) Given a tournament hD; fi, a subset B � D is calleda module if for all c 2 D � B, and all a; b 2 B, f(a; c) = a if and only iff(b; c) = b. A module is strong if no other module overlaps it.

The strong modules of a tournament hD; fi can be organized in a treestructure (known as its modular decomposition) with root D, a leaf fagfor each a 2 D and such that at each internal node A the children A1; : : : ; Arof A form a partition of A [21].
De�nition 6.2 In the modular decomposition of a tournament hD; fi, anode A with children A1; : : : ; Ar is called

� prime if 8I � f1; : : : ; rg such that 1 < jIj < r, Si2I Ai is not amodule. (We say that A1; : : : ; Ar is a prime partition of A.)
� linear if there exists an ordering of f1; : : : ; rg such that if I � f1; : : : ; rgand 1 < jIj < r, then Si2I Ai is a module if and only if the members of
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I are consecutive in the ordering. (We say that A1; : : : ; Ar is a linearpartition of A.)
All tournaments have a unique modular decomposition in which each nodeis either prime or linear. In fact, this decomposition can be found in O(jDj2)(and hence optimal) time [43]. We denote this unique modular decompo-sition of a tournament hD; fi by MD(D; f). Consider a strong module Aof a tournament hD; fi such that jAj > 1. If the subtournament hA; fiis strongly-connected, then the node A is prime, otherwise A is linear andA1; : : : ; Ar are its strongly-connected components. Any module A which isstrongly connected is necessarily strong and hence has a corresponding nodein MD(D; f).IfA1; : : : ; Ar are the children ofA in the modular decomposition MD(D; f),then for any i; j 2 f1; : : : ; rg we have that for all a; b 2 Ai, and all c; d 2 Aj ,f(a; c) = a, f(b; c) = b, f(b; d) = b. Hence f also de�nes a tournamentoperation on fA1; : : : ; Arg. We call this the tournament operation inducedon fA1; : : : ; Arg by f and we abuse notation by writing f(Ai; Aj) = Ai if8a 2 Ai, 8b 2 Aj , f(a; b) = a.A set A � D is simple with respect to the tournament operation f :D2 ! D if there is no non-trivial congruence class B of elements of A whichall behave in the same way with respect to the other elements A�B [6]. Inother words, A is simple with respect to f if and only if there is no moduleB of hA; fi, with 1 < jBj < jAj.The following lemma summarises the discussion above.
Lemma 6.3 Let hD; fi be a tournament, let A be a module of hD; fi andsuppose that jAj > 1 and hA; fi is a strongly connected subtournament. Then

1. A is a prime node in the modular decomposition MD(D; f).
2. If A1; : : : ; Ar are the children of A in MD(D; f), then fA1; : : : ; Arg issimple and strongly connected with respect to the induced tournament.

7 Cost functions with tournament pair multimor-phisms
In this section we will show that any cost function with a tournament pair asa multimorphism has certain special properties. These results will be usedin Section 8 to establish the tractability of Imp(f; g) for any tournamentpair hf; gi.
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A standard technique of constraint satisfaction is to eliminate values fromthe domains of variables when these values can be shown to be inconsistent.We will adapt this technique to valued constraint satisfaction by de�ning(partial) cost functions with a reduced domain.
De�nition 7.1 A function � : D1� : : :�Dr ! R+ is domain-reduced if,for each i 2 f1; : : : ; rg, and for each a 2 Di 9x 2 D1 � : : : �Dr such thatx[i] = a and �(x) <1.
In the literature on constraint satisfaction, a VCSP instance where everycost function is domain-reduced is said to be generalized arc consistent inits underlying CSP [15, 17].Given a crisp binary function � : D1�D2 ! f0;1g, the binary relationFeas(�) = fhd1; d2i 2 D1 �D2 j �(d1; d2) = 0g is a bijection of D1 �D2 iffor each a 2 D1 there is a unique b 2 D2 such that ha; bi 2 Feas(�) and foreach b 2 D2 there is a unique a 2 D1 such that ha; bi 2 Feas(�).
De�nition 7.2 A function � : D1�D2 ! f0;1g is called crisp-bijectiveif the relation Feas(�) is a bijection of D1 �D2.
If � : D1 �D2 ! f0;1g is crisp-bijective, then we will abuse notation andwrite �[a1] (for any a1 2 D1) to represent the unique a2 2 D2 such that�(a1; a2) = 0.
De�nition 7.3 A crisp-bijective function � : D1 � D2 ! f0;1g is anisomorphism with respect to the tournament operation f : D � D ! D,(where D1; D2 � D) if for all a; b 2 D1, f(a; b) = a, f(�[a]; �[b]) = �[a].
Lemma 7.4 A crisp-bijective function � : D1 � D2 ! f0;1g has a sym-metric tournament pair hf; gi as a multimorphism if and only if � is anisomorphism with respect to f (and hence also g).
Proof: Using �[a] to represent the unique c 2 D2 such that �(a; c) = 0, wehave that � has the multimorphism hf; gi if and only if for all a; b 2 D1,
0 = �(a; �[a])+�(b; �[b]) � �(f(a; b); f(�[a]; �[b]))+�(g(a; b); g(�[a]; �[b]))
This inequality holds if and only if f(a; b) = a precisely when f(�[a]; �[b]) =�[a].
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Lemma 7.5 Let � : D1 � D2 ! f0;1g be a domain-reduced crisp costfunction with a symmetric tournament pair hf; gi as a multimorphism.If D1 and D2 are simple and strongly connected with respect to f , then� is either the constant function 0 or crisp-bijective.
Proof: Since D1; D2 are simple and strongly connected with respect to f ,and the relation Feas(�) = fhd1; d2i 2 D1 �D2 j �(d1; d2) = 0g is preservedby f (by Lemma 5.2), Proposition 30 of [6] (or the more general Lemma 3.5of [5]) tells us that � is either constant 0 or crisp-bijective.
Lemma 7.6 Let � : D1 � D2 ! f0;1g be a domain-reduced crisp costfunction with a symmetric tournament pair hf; gi as a multimorphism.Let A be a module of hD1; fi and let B = fb 2 D2j9a 2 D1; �(a; b) = 0g.Then B is a module of hD2; fi.
Proof: Suppose, for a contradiction, that B is not a module of hD2; fi.Then 9b; b0 2 D2, 9v 2 D2�B such that f(v; b) = v and f(v; b0) = b0. Since� is domain-reduced, 9u 2 D1 such that �(u; v) = 0. Suppose, without lossof generality, that f(D1�A;A) = A, and let a 2 A be such that �(a; b) = 0.Then �(u; a) = a and by the multimorphism property,

0 = �(u; v) + �(a; b) � �(a; v) + �(u; b)
This implies that �(a; v) = 0 which contradicts our hypothesis that v 62 B.

De�nition 7.7 Let � : D1�D2 ! R+ be a cost function and let hf; gi be asymmetric tournament pair on a set D, where D1; D2 � D. Let A1; : : : ; Arand B1; : : : ; Bs be prime or linear partitions in the modular decompositionof hD1; fi and hD2; fi, respectively. The induced crisp cost function � :fA1; : : : ; Arg � fB1; : : : ; Bsg ! f0;1g is de�ned by �(Ai; Bj) = 0 if andonly if 9a 2 Ai, 9b 2 Bj such that �(a; b) <1.
Lemma 7.8 If f; g; �; � are as in De�nition 7.7, then � 2 Imp(f; g) impliesthat � 2 Imp(f; g).
Proof: Suppose that � 62 Imp(f; g). Then, without loss of generality,there are Ai; Aj and Bk; Bm such that f(Ai; Aj) = Ai, f(Bk; Bm) = Bk,�(Ai; Bm)= �(Aj ; Bk) = 0 but �(Ai; Bk) 6= 0. But then 9a 2 Ai; b 2 Aj ; c 2Bk; d 2 Bm such that �(a; d) < 1, �(b; c) < 1 and �(a; c) = 1. Sincef(a; b) = a and f(c; d) = c, we can deduce that � 62 Imp(f; g).
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De�nition 7.9 A cost function � : D1� : : :�Dr ! R+ is �nite if �(x) <1 for all x 2 D1 � : : :�Dr.
Lemma 7.10 Let � : D1 � D2 ! R+ be a domain-reduced cost functionwith a symmetric tournament pair hf; gi as a multimorphism.If D1 and D2 are both strongly connected with respect to f , then either� is �nite, or the induced crisp cost function � on the prime partitions ofD1 and D2 is crisp-bijective.
Proof: By Lemma 6.3, both D1 and D2 have prime partitions fA1; : : : ; Argand fB1; : : : ; Bsg which are simple and strongly connected with respect tothe induced tournament. Hence, by Lemma 7.5, if � is not crisp-bijective,then � = 0. We will show that in this case �(a; b) < 1 for any a 2 D1,b 2 D2.Suppose that a 2 Ai and b 2 Bj . Since � is domain-reduced, 9v 2 D2such that �(a; v) <1. Suppose that v 2 Bk. We claim that 9w 2 Bj suchthat �(a;w) <1. Assume that f(Bj ; Bk) = Bk (the argument for the casef(Bj ; Bk) = Bj is symmetric). Since fA1; : : : ; Arg is strongly connected,9m 2 f1; : : : ; rg such that f(Ai; Am) = Am. Now, since � = 0, 9u 2 Am,9w 2 Bj such that �(u;w) <1. Applying the multimorphism property, weobtain

1 > �(a; v) + �(u;w) � �(f(a; u); f(v; w)) + �(g(a; u); g(v; w))= �(u; v) + �(a;w)
Therefore �(a;w) <1.Since fA1; : : : ; Arg and fB1; : : : ; Bsg are strongly connected, 9h; l suchthat f(Ai; Al) = Ai and f(Bj ; Bh) = Bh. Since � = 0, 9c 2 Al, 9d 2 Bhsuch that �(c; d) <1. Applying the multimorphism property, we obtain

1 > �(a;w) + �(c; d) � �(f(a; c); f(w; d)) + �(g(a; c); g(w; d))= �(a; d) + �(c; w)
Therefore 9d 2 Bh such that �(a; d) < 1. By a similar argument wecan show that 9e 2 Am such that �(e; b) < 1 (where m is such thatf(Ai; Am) = Am). Then applying the multimorphism property gives

1 > �(a; d) + �(e; b) � �(f(a; e); f(d; b)) + �(g(a; e); g(d; b))= �(e; d) + �(a; b)
Thus �(a; b) <1.
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Lemma 7.11 Let � : D1 � D2 ! R+ be a domain-reduced cost functionwith a symmetric tournament pair hf; gi as a multimorphism.If D1 is strongly connected with respect to f and D2 is acyclic with respectto f , then � is �nite.
Proof: If D1 is strongly connected, then it must contain a complete cyclewith respect to f , i.e., D1 = fa0; : : : ; ar�1g such that f(ai; ai+1) = ai (fori = 0; : : : ; r�1) with the addition i+1 understood as being modulo r. Notethat this complete cycle need not be Hamiltonian, since we allow repeats(i.e. ai = aj for some i 6= j).On the other hand, an acyclic tournament de�nes a total order. ThusD2 = fb1; : : : ; bsg such that f(bi; bj) = bi if and only if i � j (and where, inthis case, bi 6= bj if i 6= j).Suppose, for contradiction, that �(ai; bj) = 1. Since � is domain-reduced, there exists some k0 such that �(ak0 ; bj) is �nite. Hence theremust be some k such that �(ak; bj) < �(ak+1; bj) = 1, where the additionk+1 is again modulo r. For all h < j, we have the following multimorphisminequality:

�(ak; bj) + �(ak+1; bh) � �(ak; bh) + �(ak+1; bj) = 1
from which we deduce that �(ak+1; bh) = 1. Since � is domain-reduced,there exists some m > j such that �(ak+1; bm) is �nite. For t 2 f1; : : : ; rg,let m(t) be the smallest integer such that �(at; bm(t)) is �nite. We have justshown that m(k + 1) > j. If m(t) > j, then for all h � j, �(at; bh) =1, so

�(at; bm(t)) + �(at+1; bh) � �(at; bh) + �(at+1; bm(t)) = 1
and hence for all h � j, �(at+1; bh) = 1, from which it follows that m(t +1) > j. Thus m(t) > j ) m(t+ 1) > j (where the addition t+ 1 is againmodulo r). But then, by induction through the integers k+1; k+2; : : : ; r�1; 0; 1; : : : ; k we can deduce that m(k) > j, which contradicts �(ak; bj) <1.

We now extend Lemma 7.11 to any domain D2 which is not stronglyconnected.
Lemma 7.12 Let � : D1 � D2 ! R+ be a domain-reduced cost functionwith a symmetric tournament pair hf; gi as a multimorphism.If D1 is strongly connected with respect to f and D2 is not, then � is�nite.
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Proof: If jD2j = 1 then � is �nite because it is domain-reduced. Otherwise,since D2 is not strongly connected, it has a partition B1; B2 (with B1; B2 6=;) such that f(B1; B2) = B1. Let A1; : : : ; Ar be the prime partition ofD1. Consider the induced crisp cost function � : fA1; : : : ; Arg�fB1; B2g !f0;1g. From Lemma 7.11, we know that � = 0. We will show that �(a; b) <1 for any a 2 Ai, b 2 B2. The proof for b 2 B1 is entirely similar.Since � is domain reduced, 9u 2 Ak (for some k 2 f1; : : : ; rg) such that�(u; b) < 1. Since D1 is strongly connected, 9j 2 f1; : : : ; rg such thatf(Aj ; Ak) = Ak. Since � = 0, 9v 2 Aj , 9w 2 B1 such that �(v; w) < 1.Applying the multimorphism property, we obtain
1 > �(u; b) + �(v; w) � �(f(u; v); f(b; w)) + �(g(u; v); g(b; w))= �(u;w) + �(v; b)

Therefore 9v 2 Aj such that �(v; b) < 1. By an easy inductive proof, wecan show that
8h 2 f1; : : : ; rg; 9z 2 Ah such that �(z; b) <1 (3)

since for all h, there is a chain i1; : : : ; ip such that i1 = h, ip = k andf(Aij ; Aij+1) = Aij+1 (j = 1; : : : ; p� 1).Now, since � is domain reduced, 9c 2 D2 such that �(a; c) < 1. As-sume that f(c; b) = c (the proof for the case f(c; b) = b is entirely similar).Since D1 is strongly connected, 9m 2 f1; : : : ; rg such that f(Ai; Am) = Am.By Equation (3) above, 9d 2 Am such that �(d; b) < 1. Applying themultimorphism property gives
1 > �(d; b) + �(a; c) � �(f(d; a); f(b; c)) + �(g(d; a); g(b; c))= �(d; c) + �(a; b)

Therefore �(a; b) <1.
We can combine Lemmas 7.10 and 7.12 into the following proposition.

Proposition 7.13 Let � : D1�D2 ! R+ be a domain-reduced cost functionwith a symmetric tournament pair hf; gi as a multimorphism, where D1 isstrongly connected with respect to f .Then either D2 is strongly connected with respect to f and the inducedcrisp cost function on the prime partitions of D1 and D2 is crisp-bijective,or � is �nite.
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The �nal result we shall need shows that in some circumstances costfunctions can be expressed as the sum of cost functions with smaller ar-ity. We �rst extend to cost functions the de�nition of projection given forrelations in De�nition 2.8.
De�nition 7.14 Given a cost function � : D1 � : : : � Dr ! R+, and aset of indices I = fi1; : : : ; ipg, the projection of � onto I is the function�I(�) : Di1 � : : :�Dip ! R+ de�ned by

�I�(x1; : : : ; xp) def= minfz2D1�:::�Drjz[ij ]=xj (j=1;:::;p)gf�(z)g
For notational convenience, unary and binary projections will be denotedby �i(�) and �ij(�) rather than �fig(�) and �fi;jg(�).Note that if hf1; : : : ; fmi is a multimorphism of �, then it is also a mul-timorphism of �I(�) [12].
Lemma 7.15 Let � : D1 � : : : �Dr ! R+ be a cost function with a sym-metric tournament pair hf; gi as a multimorphism.If D1 is strongly connected with respect to f and each binary projection�1j(�) is �nite, for j = 2; : : : ; r, then � = �1 + �2 where �1 : D1 ! R+ isunary and �2 : D2 � : : :�Dr ! R+ belongs to Imp(f; g).
Proof: We prove the result by induction on the arity of �. The resulttrivially holds if � is unary. Suppose that it holds for cost functions of arityless than r and consider a cost function � of arity r > 1.If D1 is strongly connected, then it must contain a complete cycle withrespect to f , i.e., D1 = fa0; : : : ; ar�1g such that f(ai; ai+1) = ai (for i =0; : : : ; r � 1) with the addition i+ 1 understood as being modulo r.Let y = hy3; : : : ; yri 2 D3 � : : : �Dr. (If r = 2, then y = hi is just thetuple of length zero.) Consider the cost function  y : D1�D2 ! R+ de�nedby  y(u; v) = �(u; v; y3; : : : ; yr). Choose an arbitrary pair a; b 2 D2, andassume without loss of generality that f(a; b) = b. Since � 2 Imp(f; g), thefollowing inequalities follow from the de�nition of a multimorphism and theduality of f and g.

 y(a0; a) +  y(a1; b) �  y(a0; b) +  y(a1; a) y(a1; a) +  y(a2; b) �  y(a1; b) +  y(a2; a)... y(ar�1; a) +  y(a0; b) �  y(ar�1; b) +  y(a0; a)
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Consider �rst the case in which  y is �nite. By summing the above rinequalities we can see that they are only compatible when there is equalitythroughout.Consider now the case in which  y is not �nite. Without loss of generalitysuppose that  y(ai; a) = 1. By the hypothesis that �1j(�) is �nite for allj > 1, and since Feas(�) is decomposable into its binary projections (byCorollary 5.8), we must have �2k(�)(a; yk) = 1 (for some k 2 f3; : : : ; rg)or �jk(�)(yj ; yk) = 1 (for some j; k 2 f3; : : : ; rg). In both cases, there isequality in all r of the above inequalities, as both sides are in�nite.Hence, in all cases, for all u; v 2 D1, and all x; y 2 D2,
 y(u; x) +  y(v; y) =  y(u; y) +  y(v; x)

Any binary cost function satisfying an identity of this form is called modular.It is known that a binary modular cost function can be expressed asthe sum of two unary cost functions [9, 12]. Therefore,  y(u; v) =  1y(u) + 2y(v) for some unary functions  1y : D1 ! R+, and  2y : D2 ! R+. Itfollows that �(u; v; y3; : : : ; yr) =  1(u; y3; : : : ; yr) +  2(v; y3; : : : ; yr), where 1(u; y3; : : : ; yr) =  1y(u) and  2(v; y3; : : : ; yr) =  2y(v) are (r � 1)-ary costfunctions. Moreover, it is straightforward to verify that we can take  1 to bethe function given by 8(x1; x3; x4; : : : ; xr) 2 D1�D3�D4� : : :�Dr ! R+,
 1(x1; x3; x4; : : : ; xr) = minf�(x1; x2; : : : ; xr) : x2 2 D2g

(an operation known as projection of cost functions) and  2 = �� 1. Now, 1 2 Imp(f; g) since multimorphisms are preserved under projection of costfunctions [12]. Thus, by the inductive hypothesis,  1 = �1 +  3 where�1 : D1 ! R+ is unary and  3 : D3 � : : :�Dr ! R+ belongs to Imp(f; g).Thus � = �1 + �2 where �2 =  3 +  2. Now �2 : D2 � : : : � Dr ! R+belongs to Imp(f; g) since �� �1 2 Imp(f; g) for all unary functions �1.

8 Tournament pair multimorphisms give tractabil-ity
We will �rst show that any set of cost functions with a symmetric tourna-ment pair multimorphism is tractable by showing that it is possible to con-struct a reordering of the domains of each of the variables which convertsthe corresponding VCSP instance to an instance of submodular functionminimisation (SFM).
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It is known that every tournament hD; fi admits a perfect factorizingpermutation, that is, a linear ordering of D such that all modules areintervals in the ordering [43]. In fact, this total ordering can be obtained bymodifying f in the following way.
De�nition 8.1 Let f : D2 ! D be a tournament operation. A total or-dering derived from f is a tournament operation f 0 : D2 ! D suchthat

1. for all a; b 2 D, if it is not the case that a 2 Ai and b 2 Aj (j 6= i)where A1; : : : ; Ar are the children of a prime node in MD(D; f), thenf 0(a; b) = f(a; b).
2. for all prime nodes in MD(D; f) with children A1; : : : ; Ar, the inducedtournament f 0 : fA1; : : : ; Arg2 ! fA1; : : : ; Arg is a total order.

Theorem 8.2 If hf; gi is a symmetric tournament pair, then Imp(f; g) istractable.
Proof: Let � be a �nite subset of Imp(f; g), and let P = hV;D;Ci be anyinstance of VCSP(�) and assume that V = fv1; v2; : : : ; vng.The proof proceeds in three stages. We �rst restrict the domains of thevariables of P in such a way that every cost function is domain-reduced.Second, we construct a total ordering derived from f for each of these re-stricted domains in polynomial time. Finally, we show that with these totalorderings every cost function is submodular, and hence the minimal costsolution can be found in polynomial time.Stage 1: For the �rst step consider the CSP instance obtained by re-placing each valued constraint h�; �i in C with the constraint h�;Feas(�)i.By Corollary 5.8, all of the relations Feas(�) are preserved by a �xed major-ity operation, and hence by Lemma 2.9 they are decomposable into binaryprojections. Since � is �nite, the maximum arity of the cost functions in � isbounded by a constant, so we can calculate the binary projections of Feas(�)for each h�; �i 2 C in polynomial time in the size of P. Furthermore each ofthese binary projections is also preserved by the same majority operation,so we have constructed a CSP instance P 0 with binary constraints whereeach constraint relation is preserved by a �xed majority operation.We now establish strong 3-consistency in the CSP instance P 0 inO(n3jDj3)time using standard constraint-processing techniques [31, 14]. The result-ing CSP instance P 00 has restricted domains D1; D2; : : : ; Dn for the vari-ables v1; v2; : : : ; vn, respectively, and possibly some new binary constraints.
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By Theorem 3.5 of [36], the instance P 00 is strong n-consistent, so eachvalue in each restricted domain can be extended to a complete solution.This means that each of the cost functions in P are domain-reduced whenlimited to these restricted domains, which completes the �rst stage of theproof. The extended VCSP instance with all the original valued constraintsof P, the restricted domains D1; D2; : : : ; Dn, and binary crisp cost functionscorresponding to all the constraints of P 00 will be denoted bP. Note thatCostcP = CostP but we have introduced redundant binary constraints in bPin order to render explicit exactly those assignments to pairs of variablesthat cannot be extended to a complete solution of �nite cost.De�ne Feasij : Di �Dj ! f0;1g to be the explicit crisp cost functionon variables vi; vj , i.e. Feasij(a; b) = 0 i� (a; b) is a consistent assignment tovariables (vi; vj) in P 00.Stage 2: For the second stage of the proof we need to construct a totalordering f 0 derived from f . In stage 3 of the proof, we will show that everycost function of bP is an element of Imp(f 0; g0), where g0 is the dual of f 0.Since we allow each Di to have its own individual ordering, we will simplifynotation by assuming, in the following, that the sets D1; : : : ; Dn are disjointsubsets of D. We can then de�ne f 0jDi separately for each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.By De�nition 8.1, to de�ne f 0jDi we need to choose some total or-dering for each of the prime partitions in the modular decomposition ofhDi; fi. Let A be a prime node in MD(Di; f), let B = fb 2 Dj j9a 2A such that Feasij(a; b) <1g and let FeasAij denote the restriction of Feasijto A � B. Now FeasAij : A � B ! R+ is domain-reduced since each valuein A can be extended to a complete solution of P 00. Since A is prime, A isstrongly connected with respect to f , so by Proposition 7.13, there are twopossible cases: either (1) FeasAij = 0 or (2) B is strongly connected with re-spect to f and there is a crisp-bijective binary constraint between the primepartitions of A and B. In the second case, B is a strongly connected module(by Lemma 7.6) and hence, by Lemma 6.3, B is a prime node in MD(D2; f).In this case, let FeasAij represent the corresponding crisp-bijective inducedcrisp cost function on the prime partitions of A and B.We use only these crisp-bijective functions FeasAij to de�ne f 0. We repeatthe following steps until f 0 has been de�ned on all the prime partitions inthe modular decomposition of each domain. Choose some prime node A inMD(Di; f) for some i, such that f 0 has not yet been de�ned on the primepartition fA1; : : : ; Arg of A. Choose an arbitrary ordering of A1; : : : ; Ar.For each j such that FeasAij 6= 0: let fB1; : : : ; Bsg be the prime partition ofB = fb 2 Dj j9a 2 A such that Feasij(a; b) < 1g; choose the only possible
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ordering f 0 of fB1; : : : ; Bsg such that the crisp-bijective function FeasAij isan isomorphism with respect to f 0. Because we ensured that P 00 was strongn-consistent, we can choose the ordering for one prime partition in onedomain Di arbitrarily, and then propagate this choice to all prime partitionsof other domains whose ordering is now determined, without encounteringany contradictions.We repeat this arbitrary choice of ordering and propagation until wehave fully de�ned the total ordering f 0. At every step we simply choosean ordering for a prime partition of some domain, examine the binary con-straints to neighbouring variables, and propagate as necessary. Since thereis no backtracking involved, this process can be completed in polynomialtime in the size of P, and this completes the second stage of the proof.Stage 3: It remains to show that every cost function � of bP is anelement of Imp(f 0; g0), where g0 is the dual of f 0. Without loss of generality,assume that � : D1 �D2 � � � � �Dk ! R+ and that � is domain-reduced.We need to show that the multimorphism inequality in De�nition 3.6(Equation 1) holds for the tournament pair hf 0; g0i for arbitrary x; y 2 D1�: : : �Dk. Since this inequality trivially holds if �(x) or �(y) is in�nite, weassume in the following that �(x) and �(y) are both �nite.We know that this multimorphism equality holds for the tournamentpair hf; gi (because � 2 Imp(f; g)), so we only need to consider the casewhere f 0(x; y) di�ers from f(x; y). In other words, when there is somej 2 f1; : : : ; kg such that x[j] and y[j] belong to distinct children of someprime node of MD(Dj ; f). Hence, we shall assume in the following, withoutloss of generality, that x[1] 2 A11 and y[1] 2 A12 where A11; A12 are distinctchildren of the prime node A1 in MD(D1; f).Let A11; : : : ; A1s be the prime partition of A1. Without loss of generality,suppose that x[1],y[1] lie in the distinct parts A11,A12 (respectively) of thisprime partition. Now set a11 = x[1], a12 = y[1] and select an arbitrary elementa1i from A1i for each i = 3; : : : ; s. Since � is domain-reduced, 8i 2 f3; : : : ; sg,9ai = ha1i ; : : : ; aki i 2 D1 � � � � � Dk such that �(ai) < 1. Set a1 = x anda2 = y. Recall that �(x) and �(y) are also �nite.Let �0 denote the cost function � restricted to domains D01 � � � � � D0kwhere D0j = faji ji = 1; : : : ; sg (j 2 f1; : : : ; kg). Note that �0 is domain-reduced, since �0(ha1i ; : : : ; aki i) < 1 (i = 1; : : : ; s). Also notice that D01is strongly connected, since fA11; : : : ; A1sg is strongly connected with re-spect to the induced tournament. Furthermore, the modular decompositionMD(D01; f) consists of a single prime node D01 with prime decompositionfa11g; : : : ; fa1sg. Since x; y 2 D01 � � � � � D0k, it is su�cient to show that
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�0 2 Imp(f 0; g0).Now consider the binary projections �01j = �1j(�0), for j 2 f1; : : : ; kg.Since D01 is strongly connected, for each j = 2; : : : ; k, it follows from Propo-sition 7.13 that either (a) �01j is �nite or (b) the induced crisp cost function�01j is crisp-bijective. Without loss of generality, suppose that �01j is crisp-bijective for j = 2; : : : ; l and �01j is �nite for j = l + 1; : : : ; k. By Lemma7.4, D0j (j = 1; : : : ; l) are all isomorphic to D01 (with a single prime node D0jwith decomposition faj1g; : : : ; fajsg in MD(D0j ; f)).It follows that �0 can be expressed as the sum of the crisp binary crisp-bijective cost functions �01j (j = 2; : : : ; l) and a cost function  : D01�D0l+1�� � � �D0k ! R+. Hence it is su�cient to show that (a) �01j 2 Imp(f 0; g0) forj 2 f2; : : : ; lg and (b)  2 Imp(f 0; g0).We will �rst show that �01j 2 Imp(f 0; g0) for j 2 f2; : : : ; lg. We know thatA1 is strongly connected, since it is a prime node of MD(D1; f). Considersome j 2 f2; : : : ; lg and let Aj = fb 2 Dj j9a 2 A1 such that Feas1j(a; b) <1g. By Lemma 7.6, Aj is a module. Recall that FeasA11j denotes the re-striction of Feas1j to A1 � Aj . Now FeasA11j cannot be �nite, since whenrestricted to domains D01 � D0j it becomes crisp-bijective. Therefore, byProposition 7.13, Aj is strongly connected and the induced crisp cost func-tion FeasA11j on the prime partitions of A1 and Aj is crisp-bijective. Fur-thermore, by Lemma 6.3, Aj is a prime node in MD(Dj ; f). It follows thatFeasA11j is an isomorphism of f 0, by the de�nition of f 0 in stage 2. Since �01jis also crisp-bijective, and D01 contains exactly one element from each of theparts of the prime partition of A1, �01j must also be an isomorphism of f 0.Thus, by Lemma 7.4, �01j 2 Imp(f 0; g0).Next we consider the function  . Since each binary projection �1j( ) is�nite, for j = l+1; : : : ; k, we can deduce, by Lemma 7.15, that  =  1+ 2where  1 : D01 ! R+ is a unary function and  2 : D0l+1 � : : :�D0k ! R+ isa (k � l)-ary domain-reduced function in Imp(f; g).Now we know that  1 2 Imp(f 0; g0), since all unary cost functions belongto Imp(f 0; g0). The cost function  2 satis�es all of the relevant properties of�, but has a lower arity. Hence, by repeating the argument, as necessary,we can continue to reduce the arity until we obtain the result.
Theorem 8.3 If hf; gi is a tournament pair, then Imp(f; g) is tractable.
Proof: Consider P 2 VCSP(Imp(f; g)). Let Feas(P) denote the CSPinstance obtained from P by replacing each cost function  by the constraint
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relation Feas( ). By Lemma 5.2, the constraint relations of Feas(P ) all havethe polymorphisms f and g. For each variable v of Feas(P), and each valued 2 D, let Feas(P)v=d denote the CSP instance Feas(P) with the additionalconstraint hhvi; fhdigi (i.e., the variable v must be assigned the value d).Each such additional constraint also has the polymorphisms f and g.Any class of CSP instances where all relations have a conservative com-mutative polymorphism can be solved in polynomial time [5]. For eachvariable v and for each value d, if Feas(P)v=d has no solution, then we elim-inate d from the domain of v. Let P 0 denote the resulting VCSP instance.Clearly P 0 2 VCSP(Imp(f; g)).Suppose that the domain of the ith variable in P 0 contains a pair ofvalues a; b such that f(a; b) = g(a; b) = b. Let xa (respectively xb) representan optimal solution to P 0 such that x[i] = a (respectively x[i] = b). Let �denote CostP 0 , the function obtained by summing all the cost functions ofP 0. By construction of P 0, �(xa) < 1 and �(xb) < 1. Let y = f(xa; xb)and z = g(xa; xb), where f and g are applied componentwise. Since � hasthe multimorphism hf; gi, we have
�(y) + �(z) � �(xa) + �(xb)

Now y[i] = f(a; b) = b and z[i] = g(a; b) = b. Thus, by de�nition of xb,�(xb) � �(y) and �(xb) � �(z). Therefore 2�(xb) � �(xa) + �(xb). Hence,since �(xb) is �nite, we have �(xb) � �(xa). It follows that the value a forthe ith variable is unnecessary in the search for a single optimal solution toP 0. Therefore, we can eliminate all values a from the domain of a variable vsuch that there exists b with f(a; b) = g(a; b) = b in the domain of the samevariable. On these restricted domains hf; gi is a symmetric tournament pair,so the result follows from Theorem 8.2.
9 Examples of new tractable classes
In this section we will present examples of novel tractable sets of cost func-tion which are characterised by having a tournament pair multimorphism.Our �rst example is closely related to the set of submodular functions, butcontains cost functions which are not submodular under any permutation ofthe domain D.
Example 9.1 Let D = f1; 2; 3g and consider the tournament operationde�ned by f(1; 2) = 1, f(2; 3) = 2, f(3; 1) = 3, corresponding to a cyclic
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tournament on D = f1; 2; 3g. Let g be the dual of f (i.e., g(1; 2) = 2,g(2; 3) = 3, g(3; 1) = 1)).The set Imp(f; g) contains 3 types of cost functions:
1. all unary cost functions � : D ! R+.
2. the three binary cyclic permutations �k : D2 ! R+ (k = 0; 1; 2) givenby

�k(x; y) = � 0 if y � x+ k (mod 3)1 otherwise
3. cost functions � such that Feas(�) � D1� : : :�Dr with jDij � 2, forall i 2 f1; : : : ; rg,
Notice that no re-ordering of the domain can render �1 submodular. Theproof of Theorem 8.2 shows that (after establishing strong 3-consistency) anyproblem instance P 2 VCSP(Imp(f; g)) is equivalent to an instance P 0 withonly these types of cost functions and such that the two subproblems on
1. the set V3 of variables whose domains are of size 3
2. the set V2 of variables whose domains are of size 2 or less

form two independent optimization problems. The former is in fact a col-lection of independent optimization problems on the connected componentsof the graph whose nodes are the variables V3 with variables vi, vj joinedby an edge if and only if there is a cyclic permutation constraint betweenvi and vj in P 0. Each of these optimization problems are trivially solv-able by exhaustion over at most 3 possible solutions. The associated op-timization problem on V2 can be transformed into a submodular functionminimization (SFM) problem by renaming the domain value 1 in domainsDi = f1; 3g. By renaming 1 as 4, the resulting cost functions on the vari-ables in V2 are submodular under the usual total order 1 < 2 < 3 < 4. Thetractability of VCSP(Imp(f; g)) then follows from the tractability of SFMover non-Boolean domains [12] (which is a straightforward generalization ofthe tractability of SFM over Boolean domains [50, 34, 32]). �
Example 9.2 As an example of a tractable class of valued constraints witha non-symmetric tournament multimorphism, consider Imp(f; h) where f isgiven by f(1; 2) = 1, f(2; 3) = 2, f(3; 1) = 3 (as in Example 9.1) and his the tournament operation given by h(1; 2) = 2, h(2; 3) = 2, h(3; 1) = 1.
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As shown in the proof of Theorem 8.3, after establishing generalized arcconsistency [46] (i.e., eliminating from domains values which have no �niteextension in some valued constraint, this operation being repeated untilconvergence), we can eliminate the value 3 from any domain containing thevalues 2 and 3. The resulting VCSP instance is an instance of SFM over acollection of 2-valued domains, which again is tractable. �
10 Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that it is possible to unify and extend thetractable problems of Horn clause satis�ability and submodular functionminimization via the investigation of tournament multimorphisms.Over Boolean domains, there remain two other important tractable con-straint classes, corresponding to 2-SAT and linear equations [8, 12]. Theseclasses can both be characterised by having ternary multimorphisms. There-fore an obvious avenue of future research is the extension of tournamentmultimorphisms to ternary multimorphisms. Bulatov has already shown [4]that if � is a tractable class of crisp cost functions containing all unary re-strictions, then � � Imp(f; g; h) for some ternary multimorphism hf; g; hi.It is an open question whether this generalizes to arbitrary (non-crisp) costfunctions.On a more practical level, it is known that SFM over a Boolean domaincan be solved in O(n3) time when the submodular function � is cubic [2],or � is (0,1)-valued [18, 19, 40]. Minimizing a symmetric submodular setfunction among proper non-empty subsets can also be achieved inO(n3) time[47, 45]. In the case of non-Boolean domains, a cubic-time algorithm existsfor SFM when � is the sum of binary submodular functions [10] or when � isthe sum of certain classes of (0,1)-valued functions over a lattice [11, 39, 41].In each case, the cubic-time complexity is obtained by a reduction to theMin-Cut problem. An obvious avenue of future research is to determinewhich of these cubic-time classes generalizes to arbitrary tournament pairmultimorphisms.
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